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designPH 2.0 New features explained 

 

1. New shading analysis based on 3D ray-tracing and Perez radiation model.  
Method and outputs 

A shading mask is generated for each window by ray-tracing; this is a matrix of values which each represent the 
shaded state of a discrete sky segment seen by the window. This is presented as a shading mask diagram (fig. 3) 
in the designPH graphical user interface, allowing the designer to gain visual feedback on the shading situation 
of each window. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Passive House High-rise in Bilbao, VArquitectos, façade view. 
Figure 2: Shading situation of a 9th floor east orientated window. 
Figure 3: Window shading mask diagram containing the shading elements: a) overhang, b) lateral reveal, c) neighboring buildings 

The available radiation on each window in the shaded and unshaded situation is calculated using the anisotropic 
Perez all-weather model1; this treats the direct beam and diffuse components of the radiation separately. The 
shaded diffuse radiation is derived from the unshaded diffuse radiation, weighted by the shading mask. The 
available direct beam radiation is determined by a separate ray-trace to the instantaneous position of the sun.  

 
Figures 4 & 5: Hourly calculations for available radiation on the selected window for one typical day of month (June). 

Hourly calculations of the available radiation on each window are made on representative days for each month 
and from this, seasonal shading factors for export to PHPP are calculated from the ratio of shaded to unshaded 
radiation. 
 
 
 

 

 

                                                           
1 Perez et al, in Duffie & Beckmann, Solar Eng. of Thermal Proc., (2013) 4th ed., §2.16 
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Analysing multiple windows 

When the standard designPH analysis is run, the new shading analysis algorithm is used to generate the shading 
factors and the results will be reflected in the designPH energy balance calculation. The results per window can 
be seen in the Shading and Windows panels of the Areas sheet in the main dialog (Figure 6).  

 
Figure 6: Shading results panel of the Areas sheet in the main dialog window 

The calculated winter and summer shading factors are exported to PHPP, into the respective "Additional shading 
factor" columns (following the classic export methodology).  

The shading geometry is no longer exported to PHPP, since this cannot accurately model the range of complex 
situations that designPH can now analyse. 

Analysing a single window 

The shading situation for a single window can be inspected in more detail by selecting the window and choosing 
"Analyse window shading" from the context menu, or the button of the same name in the “Shading” sheet. The 
results are displayed in the "Shading (results)" sheet of the main dialog together with the shading mask and the 
hourly radiation graphs for the 12 months of the year. The ‘month’ filter at the top left of the graphs can be used 
to show the results from either a single month or all 12 months at a time 
 

 

 

 

  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 7: designPH context menu with the “Analyse window shading” highlighted 
Figure 8 & 9: Results shown in the “Shading (results)” tab after the single window 
analysis has finished 
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Fine tuning the shading analysis in order to get the most accurate results 

designPH 2.0 offers a number of possibilities to customize the sensitivity of the analysis, this necessarily means 
that the appropriate balance between speed of analysis and accuracy should be sought, depending on the 
complexity of the shading situation and the stage of the project. 

The primary user-configurable settings are the shading mask resolution and the number of analysis points on 
each window. They are to be found in the “Shading (results)” tab as seen in Figure 8. The effect of each on the 
analysis result and the shading mask diagram can be seen as follows: 

 increasing the shading mask resolution will improve the sensitivity to small objects and the plot points 
on the diagram will be smaller 

 increasing the number of analysis points will improve the sensitivity to nearby objects and the shading 
mask diagram will show graduated levels of grey at the boundaries, indicating where the window is only 
partially shaded by the shading object 

The following examples offer recommendations with regards to the needed settings for each situation: 

a) The default centre point, with low resolution shading analysis is adequate for all shading situations in 
order to get fast results during intermediary phases of concept design. 

b) For advanced project stages and PHPP energy balance calculations, more accurate results are needed. 
The centre point, with low or medium resolution shading analysis is adequate for small window reveals 
and overhangs (<20 cm) with horizon shading objects found at a distance of at least 20 m from the 
glazing pane. 
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Figure 10: designPH Shading (results) Tab showing the selected setting which 

will be applied eighter to the selected windows (if you choose to analyse 

selected windows only from the context menus) or to all windows (if you 

choose to launch an analysis for the entire building). 

Figures 11, 12 & 13: window with small reveals and overhangs (<20 cm) and 

diverse horizon shading objects found at a distance of at least 20 m from the 

glazing pane. The dotted guiding lines are presented only for educational 

purpose and will not be visible in practice. 

Figure 14: The shading mask diagram showing the reveal, overhang and 

horizon shading for the analysed window. Keep in mind that the shading 

mask diagram is generated only when analyzing one window with the 

purpose of offering detailed visual input on the shading situation. When 

analyzing the shading of multiple windows or launching a designPH energy 

balance analysis, no shading mask diagram will be generated. In this case the 

shading reduction factors will be shown in the Shading part of the Areas Tab. 

c)  Analysis with 4 measuring points and low or medium resolution is recommended for glazing surface 
areas < 1,5 m2 in the following situations: 

 Uneven reveals and/or overhangs >20cm 

 Horizon shading elements situated at a distance between 0 and 20 m from the glazing edge 

Figure 15: designPH Shading (results) Tab showing the analysis settings 
which are applied eighter to the selected window(s) (if you choose to 
analyse selected windows only from the context menus) or to all 
windows (if you choose to launch the analysis of the entire building).  

Figures 16, 17 & 18: window with uneven reveals and overhangs (>20 cm) 

and diverse horizon shading objects found at a distance smaller than 20 

m from the glazing pane. The dotted guiding lines are presented only for 

educational purpose and will not be visible in practice. 

Figure 19: The shading mask diagram showing the reveal, overhang and 
horizon shading for the analysed window. The overlapping of the shading 
mask diagrams resulted from the 4 measuring points is showing the 
influence of the shading. Keep in mind that the shading mask diagram is 
generated only when analyzing one window with the purpose of offering 
detailed visual input on the shading situation.  
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d) Analysis with 9 measuring points and low or medium resolution is recommended for glazing surface 
areas between 1,5 m2 and 5,0 m2  in the following situations: 

 Uneven reveals and/or overhangs >20cm 

 Horizon shading elements situated at a distance between 0 and 20 m from the glazing edge 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 20: designPH Shading (results) Tab showing the analysis settings 
which are applied eighter to the selected window(s) (if you choose to 
analyse selected windows only from the context menus) or to all 
windows (if you choose to launch the analysis of the entire building).  

Figures 21, 22 & 23: glazed door (2,10 m2) with uneven reveals and 

overhangs (>20 cm) and diverse horizon shading objects found at a 

distance smaller than 20 m from the glazing pane. The dotted guiding 

lines are presented only for educational purpose and will not be visible 

in practice. 

Figure 24: The shading mask diagram showing the reveal, overhang and 
horizon shading for the analysed glazed door. The overlapping of the 
shading mask diagrams resulted from the 9 measuring points is 
showing the influence of the shading. Keep in mind that the shading 
mask diagram is generated only when analyzing one window/door with 
the purpose of offering detailed visual input on the shading situation.  
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e) Analysis with 16 measuring points and low or medium resolution is recommended for glazing surface 
areas greater than 5,0 m2 in the following situations: 

 Uneven reveals and/or overhangs >20cm 

 Horizon shading elements situated at a distance between 0 and 20 m from the glazing edge 

 

 
Figure 25: designPH Shading (results) Tab showing the analysis 
settings which are applied eighter to the selected window(s) (if 
you choose to analyse selected window(s) only from the context 
menus) or to all windows (if you choose to launch the analysis of 
the entire building).  

Figures 26, 27 & 28: window (5,50 m2) with uneven reveals and 

overhangs (>20 cm) and diverse horizon shading objects found at 

a distance smaller than 20 m from the glazing pane. The dotted 

guiding lines are presented only for educational purpose and will 

not be visible in practice. 

Figure 19: The shading mask diagram showing the reveal, 

overhang and horizon shading for the analysed window. The 

overlapping of the shading mask diagrams resulted from the 16 

measuring points is showing the influence of the shading. Keep 

in mind that the shading mask diagram is generated only when 

analyzing one window with the purpose of offering detailed 

visual input on the shading situation. 
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f) Medium and high resolutions are recommended to be used only in shading cases that require greater 
sensitivity due to fine and very fine shading elements that are found in close proximity of the glazing 
pane.  
Here is an example where the medium resolution shading analysis should be used: 

 
Figures 30 and 31: Parametric shading system installed 50 cm in front of the façade with partial shading effect. 

 
Here are some examples where the high resolution shading analysis should be used: 

Figures 32, 33, 34, 35: Perforated metal mesh façade examples. Source: www.wiremeshfacade.com 
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g) Shading from trees and nearby vegetation. 

There is a vast array of readily made 3D models you can download 

and use from SketchUP’s 3D Warehouse (Default Tray -> 

Component tab -> Search bar -> type “Tree” or “Evergreen” and 

select the suitable model for your project). 

Make sure you position and size the tree model to fit your project’s 

situation. 

Evergreens/coniferous trees 

Because they don’t lose their leaves, evergreens require no 

additional adaptation and both the winter and summer shading 

reduction factors resulted after the analysis has finished, are valid. 

Deciduous trees 

designPH does not analyze hidden elements/geometries, only the 

elements that are shown. This is helpful for setting up a model that 

can hide/unhide the leaves of deciduous trees (according to the 

season) by activating/deactivating the layers that contain them. 

The winter and summer shading reduction factors are influenced by 

the proportion of solar radiation the tree allows to pass through. 

 Create 2 new layers and name them (by 

going to Default Tray - > Layers -> click on the 

„+“ sign two times -> name the new layers) 

„tree trunk“ and „summer leaves“  

 

After importing the tree, select the leaves (good 3D models have the leaves grouped separately) and 

assign them to one of the newly created layers. The tree’s trunk and branches should be then selected 

and assigned to the second created layer. This way, the tree/leaves can be shown/hidden by 

activating/deactivating their corresponging layers. 

Two building shading analysis are required (one with the leaves shown and one with the leaves hidden) 

in order to get the correct summer and winter shading reduction factors.  

Since this is not currently an automated process you would need to separately record the needed results 

from each of the 2 analysis for the summer and winter cases by eighter exporting the results to 2 PHPPs 

and combining the final results into a third, or copy them from the designPH Shading results into the 

desired PHPP. 
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2. New "Compare results" feature in the Results Tab. 
 
The results from 2 different steps can be directly compared, using the energy balance bar charts. Simply select 
the appropriate steps from the drop-down selector of each chart and the results will be shown. The scale of 
the bar charts will automatically be adjusted so that they can be compared. The currently selected steps are 
shown in the history graph as vertical needles. 

 
Figure 34: The 2 energy balance graphs for comparison of different project stages found in the Results Tab  
 

3. Assignment of user-defined Thermal Bridge component entries 

In designPH 1.6 and earlier, only thermal bridge area group categories [15, 16, 17] could be assigned through 
the context menu.  

designPH 2.0 brings the possibility to define thermal bridge types ("Connections") in the same manner as other 
user-defined components: 

 Set-up thermal bridge types ("Connections") on the "Assemblies" tab. Here you should enter a name, 
area group, psi-value and optionally F_rsi value. 

 Assign these components to selected edges in the model using the context menu. Thermal bridges can 
be assigned to single or multiple edges in one action. 

Figure 35: The thermal bridge input table found in the Assemblies Tab  
 

4. Additional ventilation inputs 
designPH now provides additional inputs for ventilation, in order to calculate ventilation heat losses more 
precisely and allow entry of some of the parameters that will need to be entered on the PHPP Ventilation sheet. 
 
Ventilation type 
As in PHPP, use the drop-down selector to choose from:   

 Balanced PH ventilation with HR 

 Extract air unit 

 Only window ventilation 
 

MVHR unit selection 
Select unit from a built-in component library. This provides the value for MVHR efficiency (other properties in 
the library are not currently used by designPH). 
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Additional parameters 
In addition, there are direct entry (yellow) input boxes for the following parameters: 

 room height; default 2.5m 

 pressure test result (n_50); default 0.6 

 pressure test volume (V_n50); default V_v * 1.1 

 wind protection coeff. e; default 0.07 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 36: The Ventilation Heat Losses section found in the Vent.+IHG Tab  
 

5.  Improved automatic naming and ordering of windows and surfaces. 

The default window ordering now follows same scheme as the surfaces (sort by elevation, then by group, then 
by rotation around the centre of the model) 

Currently the Window default names can take group name too, this allows names such as "GF_Win_001_N", 
"FF_Win_024_N". 

6.  Improved User Interface. 

The Graphical User Interface (GUI) has been updated to give a new look for designPH 2.0 

Skin 

designPH has an updated stylesheet for the main dialog which introduces a new colour palette based on the 
designPH red logo colour scheme and to give more coherence between designPH itself and the online resources. 

Responsive design 

The main dialog introduces some elements of responsive design, so that the dominance of the main dialog and 
the amount of information shown can be adjusted to better suit the task. Adjusting the width of the main dialog 
will automatically increase or reduce the font size to suit the space available. The number of data columns shown 
will also automatically reduce as the width of the window becomes narrower. 
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